Stuart Blackburn is a Senior Research Fellow at the School of Oriental and African Studies in London. He has written several books on folklore in India, two of which won prizes. His two most recent books are: Moral Fictions: Tamil Folktales from Oral Tradition (2001); and Print, Folklore and Nationalism in Colonial South India (2003). His main research interests are the study of texts in performance, oral genres, oral histories and material culture. His current project is a long-term collaborative study of cultural change in the tribal state of Arunachal Pradesh, India. Tucked away in a corner between Tibet and Burma, this little-known state is home to 25 different tribes, with fascinating oral performances and material culture. Dr. Blackburn will speak about these traditions (and show slides) during his visit to Penn.

Folklore and Ethnography Workshop:
‘Folklore and the Nation: Perspectives from South Asia’
Friday, September 19, 4-6pm
104 Logan Hall

South Asia Forum:
‘Sun and Moon Rising: Neotraditional Religion in Tribal Northeast India’
Saturday, September 20, 2-4pm
Meyerson Conference Room